This report examines the structure and physical properties of the surface of ice: a liquid-like layer on the Ice surface, its thickness and molecular structure, surface conductivity, surface electric charge, surface potential, surface diffusion and so faith. The author reviews experimental results and theoretical models on ice adhesion, gas adsorption and Ice sinterIng. Special attention is given to the results of studies from the last two decades. Among the experimental techniques under consiJarutlon are nuclear mag netic resonance, X-ray diffraction, optical ellipsometry, measurements of ice surface conductivity and dielectric permiltivity, frictional electrification of snow and ice, proton channeling and others. In conciusion, the theoretical models of the ice surface strL. re and the results on molecular dynamics are considered.
At the present time, thousands and thousands of people around the world deal with ice, snow and permafrost. They are scientists, educators, engineers, navigators, meteorologists and others. While a small fraction of these people contribute to the knowledge base in ice physics, all of them use knowledge from it frequently. Moreover, successful applied research is based upon fundamental science-one more reason for ice specialists to have a textbook on ice physics on their desks.
The first modern ice physics text was Fletcher's book on The Chemical Physics of Ice (1970). Fletcher's book is in typical textbook format: it is reasonably brief and easy to understand. fie touched on a few of the most important topics, but not all of them.
The most comprehensive book on ice physics to date was published by Hobbs in 1974. Hobbs considered almost all of the basic aspects of ice as understood at that time. Moreover, he described and compared se .eral (sometimes opposing) viewpoints. This fundamental and rather large (837 pages) book is commonly known as the "Ice Bible" by specialists in :he field. In 1974 and 1975, two CPREL Monographs on ice were produced by John Glen. These were briefly and clearly written and reviewed almost all ice-related subjects. This work was (and in some respects still is) a magnificent introduction to ice.
Finally, in 1981 Maeno wrote a simple, popular book for the express purpose of attracting people's attention to the subject.
During the past 20 years, a significant amount of new experimental and theoretical work has appeared, dramatically changing our views on ice physics. As a result, we are now able to formulate physical laws using more simple and direct methods. We have found some of the physical models used in the past to be completely wrong. The physics of ice is a much better developed subject than it was 20 years ago.
For the above reasons, I feel the time is ripe for a contemporary book on ice physics, incorporating the known and proven with almost 20 years worth of material not covered by previous works.
I heve tried to prepare a "readable" book, and not one that requires the reader to be a uniquely educated person. It is my intent to present the material in such a way that any reader attracted by the title Ice Physics will be able to comprehend it. This is quite difficult for a book dedicated, not to a particular field of knowledge, but to a specific material. Indeed, for ice it means we have to consider a wide variety of subjects, including quantum chemistry, solid state physics, the theory of elasticity, ionic conductivity, synchrotron X-ray topography, crystal growth, the physics of surfaces and more.
The primary goal is to produce as simple a book as possible without sacrificing scientific accuracy. Experimental facts, physical ideas and theories will be strongly organized and bound together cohesively. The reader will bc introduced to a wide variety of material on a step by step basis. Then the picture will b( ihole.
To accelerate publication, this book will appear first in the form of a series of joint CZRREL-Dartmouth reports, later to be published in CRREL's Monograph series, on:
1. The structure of ordinary ice Part I: "Ideal" structure of ice. Ice crystal lattice Part II: Defects in Ice Volume 1: Point defects Volume 2: Dislocations and planar defects 2. Electrical properties of ice Part I: Conductivity and dielectric permittivity of ice Part II: Advanced topics and new physical phenomena v 3. Optical properties 4. Electro-optical effects in ice 5. Thermal properties 6. Mechanical properties of ice. Elasticity and anelastic relaxation. Plastic properties. Fracture of ice 7. Electromechanical effects in ice 8. The Surface of ice Part I: Experimental results on the structure and properties of the ice surface Part II: Theoretical models of the ice surface 9. Other forms of ice mad their properties 10. Ice in space 11. Ice research laboratories The reports will be prepared in a sequence convenient to the author. The present report is the fifth in the series. 
Vi
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NOMENCLATURE
INTRODUCTION
Since childhood, we have accustomed ourIn a process similar to the ice balls' unification, selves to matter being either solid or liquid or gas.
airy, fluffy snowflakes,. after lying together for Later, we become acquainted with the fourth kind some time, sinter first into dense, heavy snow, amd of matter called plasma, which is very rarefied and next into solid ice. It is this process, going on for has an extremely large electrical conductivity, thousands and thousand& of years, that has formed Can you imagine a simultaneous combination the kilometer-thick ice shieets in Antarctica and of certain properties of solid, liquid and plasma Greenland (mass transport through the vapor matter? It is present on the surface of the ice upon phase and a plastic flow are also involved in this which we walk each winter, unsuspecting that it sintering process). possesses such unique characteristics.
Evidently, the first documented guess for the When we bump into a sharp comner or hurt existence of a special layer on the surface of ice was ourselves with a needle or cut a finger with a knife, the work by Faraday (1859). On the grounds of his we confirm that surfaces of solids are indeed solid, long-standing experiments on the adhesion of ice, This is true in so many cases that it necessarily Faraday called this layer a "liquid-like" layer. Anbecomes a rule.
other common expression is "quasi-liquid" layer. In the case of ice, however, some simple obserNow, the existence of some special layer on the ice vations make us doubt that it has a rigid and persurface has been proven by many experimental manent surface. For example, if we biung two ice techniques. Hundreds of papers are dedicated to balls together, then right before our eyes, a small the investigation of the structure of this layer and "neck" starts to grow between them (Fig. 1) . In its physical properties. The most essential contritime, further growth will lead the two balls to butions to the store of our knowledge about this become one. In this simple experiment, some subliquid-like layer were made during the past two stance can be considered to flow between the balls decades. thi ough the "neck." Since ice in bulk form is apIn the present report, I shall describe the results parently solid (have you ever fallen on ice?), it is of the experimental research that provides direct most likely the surface that flows, information on the structure and thickness of this layer: X-ray diffraction, proton channeling, ellipsometry and NMR. Then, numerous results of studies of the physical properties of the ice surface will be considered. An analy3is of these properties by means of comparing various models also allows us to obtain indirect information about the structure and thickness of the special layer on the ice surface. We shall not consider ice friction here, since several good reviews on this topic have been published recently (see, for instance, Aharon et al. [19881 and Colbeck [1992] ). Nevertheless, when all the reports are united into a book, a chapter on ice friction will a. On contact.
b. 319 minutes later, be included.
In conclusion, major known theoretical models, Figuie 1. Growth ofa neck between two ice spheres 0.5 describing the structure and properties of the liqmm in diameter at -6 C (from Hobbs 1974) .
uid-like layer, will be discussed.
PART I. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS ON THE STRUCTURE AND PROPERTIES OF THE ICE SURFACE
X-RAY DIFFRACTION
I -9.3°C
When considering the structure of the quasia liquid film on the ice surface, we must first answer the question: is the structure of the film ordered or not? That is, dops the structure have a long range order? An I if so, then is this structure different from that of ice? It seems that the easiest 1 'C way to answer this question is to use any known b X-ray diffraction technique. However, owing to the extremely small thickneý -'f the film, it is dif-9 ficult to differentiate its conti ..ation to the diffraction from that of the ice bulk. I am aware of
__ only one such aaterpt, wn~ere Kouchi et aid. (1987) investigated X-ray diffraction at the surfaces of c polycrystalline and monocrystalline ice in a temperature range of -0.5 to -10'C. Glancing beams were used (angle of incidence = 20) to make the contribution of the surface as large as possible.
The Kcx line of the Cu X-ray spectrum was used in used to estimate the disore thickness, it is interesting to tu±,, ale temperature dependence of this intensity, which is illustrated in Figure 3 . First, we can conclude from this figure that the lay-• -er's thickness is independent of the crystallographic orientation of the sur-________ face. Second, the layer ceases to be detect-0 -5 -10 able by this method at T < -2)C. Unfortutemperature ('Q nately, Kouchi e: al. did not ottempt to p estimate an absolute magnitude of the Figure 3 . Changes in intensity of diffraction halo at 2b 280 with layer's thickness.
temperature (after Kouchi et al. 1987 ).
PROTON CHANNELING
Another interesting experimental method of a wide temperature range from -2 to -130'C. determining the thickness and structure of the They found that, at temperatures higher than quasi-liquid layer was used by Golecki and Jac--40'C, the surface layer is characterized by much card (1977, 1978) . This is the so-called channeling higher disordering in relation to the bulk. Analyeffect, discovered by Oen and Robinson (1962) .
sis of the behavior of the disordering process The channeling effect manifests itself in the fact prompted Golecki and jaccard to conclude that that, if a beam of heavy charged particles (usually the disordering is caused by a significantly highprotons or cc particles) travels parallel to some er magnitude of thermal vibrations of oxygen crystallographic direction, then the particles of atoms near the surface, rather than the absence of that beam experiencing low-angle scattering pensymmetry in the structure. Thus, at T = -1.8°C the etrate the crystal at very long distances and can average amplitude of the thermal vibrations of stay inside the channels formed by atomic rows.
oxygen atoms near the surface exceeds that of the The magnitude of this effect is usually expressed bulk by 3.3 times. Because of that, Golecki and in terms of the ratio of the flux of backscattered Jaccard suggest not using the term 'liquid-like' particles when the direction of the flux coincides layer at all. with onu of the crystallographic directions to that
To estimate the thickness of the special surface when the direction is arbitrary.
layer of ice, Golecki and Jaccard calculated an The backscattering can take place only at nuequivalent thickness of an amorphous layer (toclei of atoms that are much heavier than the partitally disordered) that would result in the same des in the beam and resembles the classic Ruthermagnitude of scattering. The results of such calford scattering. The diffraction of such particles at culations are depicted in Figure 4 . It is worth the crystal lattice is insubstantial, since the noting that the half-thickness of the layer t/2 obcharacteristic de Broglie wavelength is several tained is extremely large. The temperature deorders of magnitude less than the lattice constant.
pendence of the thickness t was found to be Most of the backscattered particles experience only a single strong interaction with a lattice d(nm) = (94 ± 17) -(54 ± 14) log(2 7 3 -T).
(1) atom. Using the theory of Rutherford's scattering, we can calculate the energy of the reflected particle as a function of the scattering angle. Departures from this predicted value contain inforrnation about the depth at which the scattering 100 took place (more exactly, about the path the particle has traveled back and forth within the matter). * The loss cf the kinetic energy of the particles is so attributable to their interaction with the valence electrons and is almost independent of the direction of the motion. Having "calibrated" such !osses for a particular material (or having calculated 'S. them theoretically), vie can establish the depth at 40 -which the scattering took place with a rather high accuracy.
The channeling is extremely sensitive to the 20 degree of perfection of a crystal structure and therefore can be efficiently used for measure--ments of the magnitude of thermal vibrations, the 100 10 1 degree of disordering, the concentration of point 273 -T (K) defects and so forth. One of the comprehensive reviews on the subject is that by Gemmel (1974) . Figure 4 . Equivalent "amorphous" thickness of the In 1977 and 1978 this effect was explored by disordered region at the ice surface, deduced from the Golecki and Jaccard for the investigation of the measurements with the aid of Meyer's (1971) -1 | Water forming simultaneously on the ice surface 100 was removed by the same razor, resulting in a -surface of unruffled cleanness. (after Furukawa et al. 1987a) .
es above -1°C, exceeding 150 nm. A difference was observed and investigated. In the absence of between the film's thicknesses on the (0001) face air, the quasi-liquid film could not be detected at and the (1010) face is especially noticeable in the the prismatic face of ice within the experimental temperature range from -4 to -1'C. Optical elliperror (12 A). At the same time, a very thick film sometry can't detect tf'.e presence of a liquid film was observed at the basal face (0001) under the on an ice surface at temperatures below -4°C.
same conditions (Fig. 6 ). Kvlividze et al. (1974) , Barer et al. (1977) problem of the intensity of the reflected ligY t can and Ocampo and Klinger (1983a,b) . The most be solved exactly, and they used this solution to comprehensive information about the physical calculate the thickness of the liquid film on the ice properties of a liquid-like layer was obtained by surface from the measurements of intensity of a Mizuno and Hanafuza (1987) , to whom we are gopolarized light reflected at the Brewster's angle.
ing to refer most often for this reason. Though this method has a lower sensitivity comThe phenomenon of NMR is an absorption of pared to con 'entional ellipsometry (L 2 12 A, electromagnetic field quanta by nuclei that posElbaum et al. [1993] ), the described work was the sess a magnetic moment and are placed in an exfirst where the effect of air on the thickness and ternal magnetic field B at resonance frequency wo conditions of existence of the quasi-liquid layer 0o=g B
400 where g is the giromagnetic constant.
2-104
The position of the resonant line, its shape and Since under normal conditions, the relative portion of molecules in the liquid-like layer is negligibly small, it is necessary first to increase the "surface-to-volume" ratio of the ice in ques-. tion to observe NMR from this layer. The easiest C way to achieve this is to pulverize water at a low 'S so 1 temperature. As a result, microscopic ice balls are Z formed with a diameter about 100 pm and a net V surface of about 3-5x10 2 cm/g. This method was used for instance by Mizuno and Hanafuza (1987) . Kvlividze et al. (1974) (r -350 A) (Kvlividze et al. 1974) , or Aerosil particles (r = 100 A) (Barer et al. 1977) into water increase the signal-to-noise ratio, the spectra before freezing produced something comparable were gathered 200 times at each temperature. The to the "frost" net surface of ice for NMR analysis.
broad signal from crystalline ice is not seen withWe have to take into account, of course, that the in the range of the 20-kHz observational frequenstructure and properties of the liquid-like layer cy (Mizuno and Hanafuza 1987) . on the ice/(solid dielectric) interface might be dif-
The narrow signal was never detected at any ferent from ice/(water vapor + air) interface temperature if bulk ice was used as a sample. properties.
As is clear from Figure 7 , the line width and Figure 7 shows NMR spectra of the liquid-like the intensity vary with temperature and their layer of ice measured at various temperatures. To temperature dependencies are shown in Figure 8 .
It should be noted that the line width of the liquid-like layer spectrum at -10'C is about 7 times that of ordinary water at 5°C. Since the temperature dependencies shown in Watcr liquid -I01c Figure 8 were measured as temperature was increased from -100 to -5°C, and since at T > -10'C a considerable sintering diminishes the total ice •-20°c surface, the actual increase of the NMR signal at T > -10°C could be greater than the one shown in -30°C Figure 8 . -40 (TC) -60 (see Fig. 10 ), we will come to an opposite conclusion, because this coefficient at 0°C in the liquidlike layer turns out to be _ 3x10- 
oture (fter Mizuno and Hanafisa 1987).
Aerosil interface (after Barer et al. 1977) .
T(QC) -12
-10 -8 -6 -4 -2 [Jaccard 19591 layer and ice, we could conclude that, accoiding In the same work (Barer et al. 1977) , the viscosto this property, the liquid-like layer is intermediity of a liquid-like layer on the ice/quartz interface ate between ice and water, but it nevertheless was measured. At T = -10 0 C the viscosity ap-"resembles water more closely.
peared to be il = 0.17 P, which exceeds the viscosity However, if we try to compare self-diffusion of supercooled water at the same temperature by coefficients in water, the liquid-like layer and ice an order of magnitude.
%-12
1 0 16......... Mizuno and Hanafutsa 987) . concentration of the mobile aqueous suspension of Aerosil (after Barer et al. 1977) .
ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY ing on the surface from the bulk currents. Usual-OF THE ICE SURFACE ly, this is done by means of so-called guard rings
As we have seen in the previous sections, the (Fig. 12) . A guard ring, as can be --n from this surface layer of ice differs from the bulk in its figure, is separated from the central electrode by structure, optical properties, molecule reorientaa thin insulating ring. The guard zing and the tion time and self-diffusion coefficient. It is therecentral electrode have nearly the same potential, fore also natural to expect the ice surface to be difwhich providesan orientation of electrical field ferent from the bulk in its electrical properties. strength vector Z (and consequently of currents) We can name several possible things that could parallel to the surface of the cylinder. In this setchange electrical properties of ice near the surface.
up all subsurface currents flow through the The first is an increase (or decrease) of the charge guard ring, and their magnitude is proportional cwithin the screening length, to the voltage drop across the resistor R,. In this aruier trations schematic, R, and RB must be much smaller than Sassuming that there is a potential difference •0 the impedance of the specimen Zs in the whole between the surface and the bulk. Such a differ--ence may arise because of differences in the chemrange of the investigated frequencies.
S~A great majority of researchers have used the ical potentials of charge carriers in the bulk and on the surface (electrochemical potential must be uniconfiguration shown in Figure 12 , although form everywhere) or because of adsorption of elecsometimes square ice samples were used instead trically charged impurities that compensate the of cylindrical ones. Caranti and Illingworth space charge of ice at the surface. The latter arises (1983a) used the same idea (making E parallel to spcethe surface and the use of a guard ring), althoughmerely from differences in solubilities of positive t--and negative impurity ions in ice. Second, charge they employed a semi-spherical electrode frozen carrier mobilities and the mechanisms of interacinto ice. tion between them might be different in the disor Jaccard (1966 Jaccard ( , 1967 suggested that four-point tdered surface or quasi-liquid layer.
electrodes, arranged in pairs at the opposite sides d fted surface o as ayere of a thin ice specimen, be used to determine the In fact, the ice surface has an extremely high net sraeadbl odciiis oeew electrical conductivity that was discovered back 11 --the 1950s and has been studied intensely over the shall refrain from discussing this here because of past 30 years. At temperatures roughly above serious criticism of this method expressed by -15'C in pure ice, the d.c. conductivity of the surTurner and Stow (1986). face exceeds that of the bulk. A measurement of the surface conductivity is one of the simto power supply plest and most accessible ways to study the physical properties of the ice surface. In fact, a simultaneous measurement of the absolute • " value of the surface conductivity a, (with a dimension of 2-1) and of the specific volume electrical conductivity of the surface layer ass (with a dimension of 0-1 m-1) would allow insulating determination of the layer's #hickness L ring
Measurement of charge carrier mobilities' values jti and their concentratioas ni is essential to understanding the nature and the to measuring device structure of the quasi-liquid layer, as well as for determining the activation energies of [t" and ni. Researchers in this field have investi-R, R_ gated the electrical conductivity and dielectric permittivity of the surface layer, as well guarding ring as the Hall effect. Figure 12 . Typical configurationfor The major methodical problem in these exn measurements of surface and bulk periments is the separation cf currents flowconductivity. Even a small amount of impurities in ice Typical frequency dependencies of ice bulk strongly affects the surface conductivity us. This and surface conductivities are plotted in Figure  accounts for the considerable scatter in the 13. This plot shows that the frequency depenexperimental data obtained on cr. Data on lowdence of the bulk conductivity OB follows Defrequency and d.c. surface conductivities of pure bye's dispersion, which is well known for ice and doped ice at -10°C are summarized in Table  ( range, from 16"1 1 0-1 (Maeno and Nishimura 1978) up to 10-9 0-1 (Maidique et al. 1971) . Data where 00 is the low-frequency limit of the conon activation energies E, for the same crystals ductivity (or d.c. conductivity) determined by vary from a minimum value of 1.19 to 1.52 eV, minority charge carriers. In pure ice at -10 0 C, with an average vaiue of about 1.3 eV. Even a those are H30 and OH-ions. a., is the highslight doping of ice leads to a considerable infrequency limit of the conductivity, equal to the crease in a autd, as a rule, a decrease of E,.
sum of all partial conductivities of the charge carriers. Under the conditions considered, cr_ 10-1 1-'m-1 .
(7) practically coincides with the conductivity of the majority charge carriers-Bjerrum defects, that is If we substitute extreme values of cr for pure L-and D-defects. Co is the angular frequency and ice from 10-11 ý2-1 up to 3x10-8 f2-, we shall get tD is the Debye relaxation time. I refer readers who are more interested in the electrical proper-0_ (10-2 -3x 101) S-1 m-1 .
(8) ties of bulk ice to the latest review on this subject (Petrenko 1993) . Let us just remember that a small At the same temperature, the bulk low-fre-(compared to a..) value of (T 0 results from lattice quency conductance a 0 falls in the limits (2.5x polarization arising from protonic charge carri-104 to 6.4x10-1 0 ) Q-1 m-1 (Petrenko 1993); i.e., it is ers' motion. To prevent the polarization from infrom 6 to 11 orders of magnitude less than a.s creasing to infinity, ions and Bjerrum defects from eq 8. The bulk high-frequency conductivity, have to move in a consistent manner to keep their ar. = 1.6x10-5 f1-1 m-1 , is also much less than as. If fluxes equal. An absence (or reduction) of any we assume that there is no correlation in the monoticeable difference between a-. and a 0 would tion of ions and Bjerrum defects, then the characimply either that such a correlation in the motion teristic dielectric relaxation time of the surface "of ions and Bjerrum defects is absent (or reduced)
layer would be the Maxwell relaxation time TMS or that partial conductivity of ions is close to the E0• 1 conductivity of Bjerrum defects.
M S =.
-..1.
-3X10-) S (9) As can be seen from Figure 13 , the frequency ass dependence of a, is much less pronounced than which corresponds to the frequency range that of UB. This is especially true for the ice surface after annealing, i.e., the smoothest surface.
f ._. _, (5x10_-1.6xl0 )Hz (10) Since some fraction of the current flowing along 2ntM s the surface inevitably penetrates the bulk, the where co is the vacuum dielectric peMrittivity remaining slight frequency dependence can be and e_= 3.2. ascribed to these accompanying bulk currents.
Unfortunately, I am not aiware of any attempts The rougher the surface is, the greater is the to measure os as a function of frequency in the "bulk" contribution of the "surface" conductivispecified rang,,, which could give more accurate ty, in excellent conformity with the results shown values of a, in conformity with eq 9. If in the in Figure 13 . Thus, we can tell that, at least in the future such measurements are carried out, then frequency range of 10-1 to 3x10 4 Hz, there is eithis will also allow more accurate determination ther no correlation in the motion of ions and Bjerof the liquid-like layer thickness L using eq 6. rum defects in the subsurface layer at all (as is the The result of estimating the charge carrier concase in water) or that this correlation is weak.
centration in the liquid-like layer using the folAn alternative explanation for the weak frelowing formula is quite interesting quency dependence of as can be that the corresponding dielectric relaxation time for the subn, = _-.
surface layer TDs might be several orders of maggiei nitude more than that of the bulk TD. Therefore If we take as 3 x 10 1 fl-lm-1 and p -10-7 m 2 V-1 we would search for ! e Debye dispi -iin '--r 4te
8-1 for ions and a•-un V-1 s-1 for Bjerrum deliquid-like layer in a very-high-frequenc,. 1a.,e, fects (Petrenko 1993) , then ar estimation using eq where the standa-d methods for mei-uring a are 11 for the n of ions and Bjerrum defects gives not applicable. m-3 respectively. (We Let us try to estimate the specific conductivity used el = 0.62e and e 3 = 0.38e [Hubmann 1979 ].) of the surface layer avs (dimensions of -imr-l), These are extremely large values if we recall that proceeding from the data in Table 2 and the rethe concentration of water molecules in ice is suits for the liquid-like layer thickness L given in about 3x10 28 n-' 3 . the previous sections.
The above estimations cani be much mort: accurate if we employ for our calculations the correla-(Tss (6) tion time for rotational motion of water mole-L cules at the ice surface, found in NMR experiThus, taking L = 1.2x10-9 m (T= -10C' [Barer et ments by Mizuno and Hanafuza (1987) (see Fig. al. 1977] ) and q, = 10-10 L-, we obtain 9). In bulk ice, this time coincides with the dielecii tric relaxation time rL, and is related to the con- Caranti and Illingworth (1983a) remark in oxygen distance, "ion" and "B" subscripts corretheir paper that, in a.c. measurements of real and spond to ionic and Bjerrum defect conductivity imaginary paAs of the complex surface conducand el and e 3 to the electrical charges of ions and tivity, the phase angle was always small, showBjerrum deCects. Substituting tD -10-10 s (from ing surface currents to be predominantly resis- Fig. 8 ), T = 263 K and e 3 = 0.38e into eq 12, we tive.
Ibis is exactly what must be the case for an obtain for the net conductivity of the surface layer ordinary conductivity (without correlation between charge carrier fluxes) at frequencies much (y, =11 I mr-1 (13) less than D" 1 . Temperature dependencies of the surface coni.e., a value close to the upper limit found in eq 8.
ductivities of pure and doped ice are plotted in The corresponding concentration of Bjerrum deFigures 14 and 15. The behavior of this depenfects in the surface layer according to eq 11 will be dence is different at temperatures above and below -6°C. It is quite possible that a sharp rise of aý, n 3 = 2x1028 m-3 . (14) at T > -6°C is associated with an appearance of the liquid-like layer on the ice surface, which is If there is no correlation between fluxes of ions detected by optical ellipsometry and X-ray difand Bjerrum defects in the liquid-like layer, we fraction methods (see previous sections). An should use eq 9. Then interesting observation is the difference in a, corresponding to different crystallographic surfaces ors= 0. Nishimura 1978). 1988 ).
(0001) surface was maximum. This result is in er close to the ice/dielectric interface has a much agreement with optical measurements by Elbaum larger specific conductivity than the bulk and that et al. (1993) but is opposed to the results of optical the thickness of this layer is about 0.3-0.5 gim. This ellipsometry (where liquid-like layer thickness is thickness (taking also into account the tempergreater on the prismatic (1010) surface) and X-ray ature ,f 220 K) exceeds considerably values found diffraction (where the difference between the in other works. I believe lhat this quantity can be (0001) and (1010) surface-. is negligible), associated only with the screening length in ice Maeno (1973) and Maeno and Nishimura (1978) which was considered in detail by Petrenko and found that an intense pumping out of water Ryzhkin (1984). vapors from above the ice surface changes the Caranti and Lamfri (1987) made a very interestsurface conductivity considerably (Fig. 16) . Pumping attempt to determine charge carrier mobilities ing out of water vapors accelerates evaporation in the ice surface layer. The authors used for this from the surface and its cooling. Aside from this purpose measurements of the Hall effect and surtrivial effect, a lower' "s water var ar prcsaui 2 face conductivity. Owing to the very smAdl n,•-above the ice increases tL.v s tface conductivity.
bilities of charge carriers in ice, the; .,-3suremeflts
The phenmnienon discovered by Maeno shows the of the Hall e, ect are quite co--iplicated. Caranti degree to which the conductivity of the surface and Lamfri used an a.c. setup with two distinct layer is sensitive to physical conditions at the ice frequencies of the magnetic field (50 Hz) and the interface, driving current (107 Hz), measuring the Hall effect An interesting result was obtained in the work at the total frequency 157 Hz. Figure 18 shows the by Chrzanowski (1988) , who investigated the d.c. temperature dependence of the carrier mobilities conductivity of thin ice films deposited onto a in the ice surface determined by Carax, I` and Lamhigh resistance dielectric substrate (high quality
fri. An unusually large value of mobility (3 x 10-4 glass or quartz plate). Figure 17 demionstrates that m 2 V-1 s-1) is striking. This is three orders of magthe conductance of an ice film grows rapidly with nitude greater than the mobility of ions in water the film's thickness until it thickens to 0.3-0.5 Pm.
and ice and four orders greater than the mobility Then, the rate of the conductance growth diminof Bjerrum defects in ice (Petrenko 1993 ions at all. Even in tl"' . of an activation-free the frequency, the thinner the surface layer in diffusion motion cl i )ns, their mobility cannot which the dielectric relaxation time is small exceed the value enough for water molecules to be able to reorient. 2 hat is, the surface layer is not homogeneous: the l = (16) charge carrier concentration is greater near the kuT surface and decreases away from the surface into the bulk (see Table 3 , which is a summary of where v = frequency of ion's hops between molresults of Camp and Halchin) . ecules e = charge a = length of a hop (ý 10-10 m).
SURFACE CHARGE AND SURFACE POTENTIAL To explain P -3 x 10-4 m 2 V-' s-1, we have to accept that v = 1015 s-l, which is much greater The study of the surface potential of ice and than all possible phonon frequencies in ice (as electric charges at the ice surface has quite a long ,-ell as in any other, material), history and continues to attract the attention of 14 numerous scholars. Such interest in the electrostatelectric field strength above a charged surface ic properties of the surface of ice is stimulated by both fundamental problems associated with it and E -F (18) certain practical issues. Fundamental questions, 2E0 which the study of the surface potential and the ice we shall obtain an apparent result surface might help to resolve, include the issue of the structure of the surface of ice. For instance, if all the molecules at the ice surface are oriented E(+oo) _1_ p(x)dx = 0.
(19) "proton-outwards," as some theoretical models 2E0 suggest (Fletcher 1968) , this must lead to a positive charge at the surface X, and a positive potential of In other words, the sum of all charges in the surthe ice surface (p, Both X, and p are determined by face layer of ice must be zero. the thickness of the surface layer d and the fraction A very thin layer of the surface charge per se, of the oriented water molecules contained in this with the density ?o, is composed of ions adsorbed layer. Thus, measurement of • and , in conjuncby the surface from the air, electrons entrapped in tion with other data (d, for example) might prothe surface layer, etc. This layer is screened on the vide valuable information on the microscopic inner side by a much thicker layer of a space structure and nature of the ice surface layer.
charge, composed of mobile charge carriers, i.e., The practical issues stimulating the study of predominantly Bjerrum defects and ions. Using electrical properties of the ice surface, incorporate,
Poisson's equation, we obtain first of all, the problem of atmospheric electricity dL _ p(x) (20) (see details in Hobbs 1974) as well as the problem dx -oe-( of adhesion and friction of ice and snow (Petrenko 1994) .
and as dcp/dx = -E, we can easily find the relationBefore we proceed to a review of experimental ships between p, E and (p data, let us consider basic theoretical relationships defining the electrostatic properties of the ice sur-E(x)
face and the most frequently employed experi-
( mental techniques used to determine of X, and (. Figure 19 shows schematically the distribution e.c is high-frequency dielectric permittivity of of the electric charge density p in ice near the ice. surface (x = 0). The coordinate scale is chosen deTo estimate a fraction of water molecules orientliberately. First, since ice is a conductor, in equilibed along the electric field, i.e., with dipole morium, the electric field within the bulk must be ments oriented normally to the surface, we have to zero, i.e., E(+ 0) = 0. If we use the formula for the find the component of the polarization vector p _oe-T (30) result will still hold if, owing to the change of ie 1 = c3ý'3+ n-4) temperature or doping, the concentration of charge carriers changes, resulting in a change of r ekBT the screening charge p(x) in the bulk. Therefore, X -2 -(31) eq 25 provides a remarkable and simple way to Ve 2(nl + n12) study the ordering of water molecules in the surface layer through a measurement of the electric (D = 3.85 kDT roo. (32) charge A, adsorbed in a thin surface layer. The thickness of this layer is much less than the Since F_ << E, a large fraction of electric field screening radius a--I.
(and potential) decays according to eq 29 at the Above we have considered the electric charge distance we1 << h 2 i. This happens because of absorbed by the ice surface as a reason for the screening by major charge carriers. The rest of the ordering orientation of water molecules. There potential decays at the characteristic length C2,-I can be an inverse phenomenon when an ordering determined by minor charge carriers. of water molecules on the ice surface generates a
In the case of strong fields (large densities of surface charge. hi its turn, the ordering of dipole the surface charge), when moments of water molecules may be caused, for example, by dipole-dipole and dipole-quadruk13T << I ei% I (33) pole interactions (Fletcher 1968) . Supposethis ordering is associated with polarization P(x) that the screening is described by a system of nonlinreaches its maximum at the surface and decays ear differential equations, which apparently does not have an analytical sulution. Petrenko and 2.1x'106 V m-1 were produced at the ice/slider AMaeno (1987) have found a solution by making interface. From the meas-urements of the current I an approximation that ignores the difference bepassing through an e!"ctrometer used as a current tween fractional values of the electric charges of meter, we found that a coupled ice and slider Bjerrum defects and ions. Assuming e 3 = el = q, acted as a charge generator. must be considered as the low limit for As since, Before proceeding to the discussion of experifirst, the slider is unlikely to pick up the entire mental data, I shall point out an apparent charge; second, if the slider penetrated to some relationship that exists between Xa and the corndepth into the ice, some fraction of the unwanted ponent of the surface conductivity ar, which is screening charge can be entrapped along with As. determined by the layer k, of the screening It is interesting to make some estimates based charge of the protonic carriers. If in the bulk (x = on the value of Xs that we found. First, such a high +-), the charge carrier concentrations are denotdensity of the surface charge corresponds to 0.01 ed as ni(+o,,), then the corresponding values of electron charges per water molecule in the ice surconcentrations at the surface will be face. Second, let us estimate the fraction of water molecules on the surface that are directed per-
pendicularly to the surface 11 P(O) (39) In reality one of the four types of charge carrinH 2 o M ers always dominates, hence the high-frequency surface conductivity is given by Substituting •. = 1.6x10-2 C m-2 into eq 27, we 4 find from eq 39 that
"/H20 Petrenko (1994) and Petrenko and Colbeck (in press ) studied an electrification arising from fricAnd remember this is the lower limit! It means tion between metal and dielectric sliders on ice.
that a significant fraction of water molecules at ice Thin films rubbing against the surface of a rotatsurface must be polarized. ing ice cylinder were used as sliders. The experiFinally, using eq 37 to calculate the surface conments were conducted in the -4.5 to -31 .5°C ternductivity oY, we obtain perature range and in the 0.5-to 8-m s-1 velocity range; the maximum pressure exerted on the ice aýs = 1.6x10-2 C m-2 1.8x10-8 m 2 V-1 s-1 by a slider was 1 kPa. In these experiments, we found that during sliding, the sliders pick up a -3x10-1 0 Q-1 (41) significant positive charge from ice. In the case of metal stiders (stainless steel and aluminum), a where the value of the mobility of L-defects large potential difference of 1600 V arises be-(which must be the major charge carriers screentween the ice and the slider (velocity = 8 m/s, T = ing a positively charged surface) at T = -10°C (Jac--31.5°C). When dielectric sliders were used (uncard 1959) was used. The estimated value of a., der the same conditions) strong electric fields E found in eq 41 agrees in the order of magnitude to
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•--experimental data at T = -10°C (see Fig. 14 and 15) .
Wi or in the opposite direction if Wm < Wi, until Although it seems unlikely that in such a way all the equilibrium potential difference AT is estabproperties of cr. can be explained (the temperature lished dependence of [ 4 and as is different, for instance), the conformity found is hardly purely incidental AT e = Wm -Wi.
(42) and implies that this process significantly contributes to the surface conductivity.
This potential difference produces an electric Buser and Jaccard (1978) studied a charge exfield in the space between the ice and the oscillatchange between very small (10-pm) ice particles ing electrode, which forms a flat capacitor. When and various metal targets, doing the experiments the electrode oscillates, the capacitance also osat T = -45°C and collision velocities of 10 m/s.
cillates, resulting in an alternating electric charge They found that the amount and the sign of the at the capacitor and an electric current in the circharge transferred during a collision depended cuit. At the voltage V = -AT, the magnitude of the upon the work function of the metal target as well current is minimal, which allows Wm -Wi to be as the value and the sign of the external electric determined. To find the absolute value of Wi, we field, in which the particles were polarized prior to need to find Wm using some other method (from collision. To interpret their experimental results, the extrinsic photo-eh.ect, which has been done Buser and Jaccard assumed the presence of elecalready for all pure metals, for instance). Kelvin's tronic states at the ice surface in an analogy to method was used to determine the work function semiconductors. These states participate in the of ice by Takahashi (1969a Takahashi ( ,b, 1970 , Mazzeda et al. electron exchange between ice and metal during a (1976), Illingworth (1980, 1983a,b ,c) short (10-7 seconds, in the described experiments) and Caranti et al. (1985) . collision. The lower limit of the density of electron
The approximate value of Wi found in these surface states was found to be X•sa/e > 1016 M 2 . If experiments appeared to be quite sensitive to we assume that the amount of charge AQ that such ambient conditions as humidity, temperapasses between the ice and the metal during the ture and, to a smaller degree, ice doping. A charcollision is proportional to the difference in their acteristic maximum value by which Wi was alwork functions (Wi -Wn), then Wi can be defined tered due to a change in the ambient conditions as the point of intersection with the horizontal axis was I 16W I i< 200 meV. Thus, for example, Takaon the graph of AQ versus Win. In this manner, hashi (19k, u observed a buildup of a positive poBuser and Jaccard found that Wi = 4.3 eV. A simiteitial (30-80 mV) at the ice surface at the beginlar result was obtained in experiments of the same ning of the condensation process. During further kind by Buser and Aufdermaur (1977) . Caranti et condensation, the surface potential changed its al. (1985) , who used the same method to design and reached a value of -250 mV. The effect termine the work function of ice, found a somewas more pronounced at the basal (0001) plane as what smaller value for Wi of 4.11±0.2 eV. compared to the prismatic plane. Condensation Another method used by many authors is and evaporation at the ice surface were produced Kelvin's method. Figure 20 illustrates the princithrough its heating or cooling, respectively; the ple of measurement of the difference between a ambient temperature was maintained constant. work function of the studied material (in our case
The same author observed a negative potential Wi, the work function of ice) and that of an oscillatbuildup at the ice surface after its rubbing (Takaing electrode W,. In this method, ice (or another hashi 1969b ). This result is in qualitative agreematerial) is connected electrically to the electrode ment with the observations of Petrenko and Colthat is oscillating above its surface. If Wm # Wi, beck (in press), although we fotmd a much larger electrons flow from the ice into the metal if Wm> effect. Mazzeda et al. (1976) to 2-g m-3 water content). A drastic change in the surface potential was observed (Fig. 22) . The effect of doping by NH 3 , NaCi and HF (up to con-"centrations of 10-2 M) on the amount of variation in potential was insignificant. The authors came to the conclusion that the variation in the surface potential of ice during its riming is a result of the disordered ice produced by rapid freezing of the 4;upercooled water, since this change is proportional to the rate of freezing and relaxes with a 0 Mazzeda et al. 1976) . POTENTIAL When the impurity concentration in ice varies from place to place, a static electric field arises from inhomogeneity in the distribution of impu--400 
(hi).
dependence. The surface potential grew more positive relative to the bulk and reference elecThen, employing thl-Einst, in relationshil t-ode when it approached the melting point, which can be explained in terms of the formation Di = 4i x kBT/ej (46) of a double charge layer near the surface, as shown in Figure 19 . Such charge distribution ariswe obtain for the electric field strength E es if the molecules at the surface are oriented oxygen-outwards, entrapping a positive comn, x E = (kBT/ei) x grad(ni).
(47) pensating charge from the atmosphere. Caranti and Illingworth (19 '0, 1963a,b,c) studIn eq 44-47, Di, pi and ej are the diffusion ied variations in the surface potential when the coefficient, the mobility and the electric charge of which a pen is replaced by a thin stainless steel electrode with a ball of 0.3 mm diameter at its end. A computer controls the position of the electrode scanning over a given area of an ice sample. Scanning was from 1 x 1 mm to 5 x5 cm, with resolution P,
•better than or equal to ±0.5 mm. The pressure on the electrode was adjusted so finely that the electrode did not produce vi-.ble tracks on or damage to the ice surface. The velocity of the mobile electrode and the measuring time can be changed 4', within a wide range, so that the electrode is able to J, 0 measure a correct value of an electrochemical sur-, 7face potential. I found that an electrode velocity of 0 less than 10 mum s-I and a measuring time longer Figure 23 Static electric potential at the surface of than 10 ms we~re satisfactory. 
"•is given in vol•s; T = -20"C (front Petrenko 1992).
pies was prepared using a microtome. An example of the electric potential over the the ith charge carrier respectively; kB is Boltzsurface of freshwater columnar ice is shown in man's constant. For the potential difference Alp Figure 23 . The ice colurmns lie along the x-axis. A between two points comparison of the electric potential pattern with an optical image of the ice sample placed between
two crossed polarizers reveals their similarity or even identity. In Figure 23 "rough" and "smooth" where n 1i and n 2 • are the concentration at points 1 bands belong to different individual columns. The and 2. Equation 48 gives AT = 97 mV for Bjerrum most significant gradient of potential, and hence defects (L-and D-defects) at T = 263 K and n 2 i/nili electric field strength E = grad( p), is located at or = 10. A typical magnitude of the electric field near grain boundaA ,?s. Generally, the distribution associatL . with Bjerrurn defects in ce is about 1-of the electric potential in ice follows the structural 5 V/cm (see Fig. 23 ). Since Aq depends upon a pattern of the ice: arrangement of grains, columns ratio of impurity concentration, such an electric and boundaries between the regions of doped and field exists even in very pure single crystals of ice. normal ice. I ) have studied electric poten- Figure 25 depicts the electrical potential over tial on the surface kf natural and artificial ice the surface of a two-part ice sample. One part was using a scanning microprobe connected to an grown from very purc deionized water and one electrometer (Fig. 24) . The central element of the was grown from water doped with 1018 molecules experimental Y.
is an X-Y pen recorder, in Figure 25 . At temperatures higher than potential. Since the reaction (eq 49) begins with approximately -15°C for pure ice and -22'C for the excitation of a water molecule, it is not sursaline ice, the existence of a conductive, quasiprising that it is insensitive to the change in pH. liquid layer on the ice surface masks (or screens)
The temperature dependence of photo-emission the electric potential measured with this tech-(as well as the difference in its values for ice and nique water) might result from the change in the surface electric field, since this field causes tunneling of electrons out of the subsurface layer of the ice.
PHOTO-EMISSION OF ELECTRONS FROM THE ICE SURFACE SURFACE OPTICAL ABSORPTION Nason and Fletcher (1975) studied photo-IN INFRARED REGIONS emission of electrons (extrinsic photo-effect) from
Interesting results about the molecular structhe surface of ice and water. They found that the ture of the ice surface were obtained most recentthreshold of photo-emission for both ice near ly from the study of infrared optical absorption -10'C and water near 10 0 C is about 195±5 nm. spectra (Bush and Devlin 1991, Rowland and , Rowland et al. 1993 . Those studies was about half that for ice. Photo-emission from and the resulting implications were supported by ice decreases steadily with decreasing temperacomputer simulations using molecular dynamics ture, apparently without any shift in the threshsimulation methods (Bush and Devlin 1991) . old value, and vanishes below approximately
The above-mentioned measurements are -160'C. This decrease of photo-emission with based on the possibility of distinguishing betemperature was not related to the decrease of tween lines in the IR spectra corresponding to the conductivity of ice, since the same temperature stretching and bending mode oscillations of nondependence of photo-emission was found for ice saturated hydrogen bonds (i.e., dangling bonds) heavily doped with HIF (5%). On the basis of at the ice surface. The frequency of these oscilla-
tions appears to be extremely sensitive to the way adhesion. The d ita on the physical parameters of in which a given water molecule is bonded to the ice surface layer, obtained during those studother molecules-by two or by three hydrogen ies, are ambiguous and much less accurate than bonds (2-coordinated or 3-coordinated water those obtained by modern methods. But we molecules). Molecules in the bulk are 4-coordinshould keep in mind that, first, it was these pheated. Therefore, a comparison between the intennomena that aroused such a great interest in the sities of 2-coordinated and 3-coordinated moleice surface. Second, these phenomena are still of cules allows us to estimate their relative concengreat practical importance. Therefore, a brief rettrations. The IR absorption spectra observed in rospective view of these studies is presented bethe experiments are better interpreted because of low.
the high sensitivity of the eigen frequencies of Faraday (1850) observed an interesting phedangling bond oscillations to the isotopic substinomenon: if two pieces of ice are brought into tution of H with D. Moreover, these frequencies slight contact at 0 0 C or a higher temperature, they are quite sensitive to the process of adsorption of freeze together. This discovery initiated a long various gases. Thus, such measurements allow us and interesting argument between Faraday and to study ion adsorption by the ice surface at low Tyndall on one side and J. Thomson, his brother temperatures.
W. Thomson (Lord Kelvin) and Helmholtz on the Specimens of ice with large surface-to-volume other side. The Thomsons and Helmnholtz held to ratios were produced either in the form of microthe opinion that regelation is caused by melting scopic ice clusters suspended in gas or by vapor under pressure in the contact zone between two condensation onto a substrate, forming thin ice pieces of ice. When the pressure is removed, wafilms. In experiments by Rowland et al. (1993) , for ter freezes again, bonding the pieces together. example, crystalline ice clusters -25 nm in diameFaraday performed several simple but ingenious ter formed when mixtures of an inert carrier gas experiments that proved the erroneousness of the containing a small amount of water vapor, with a Thomsons' hypothesis, suggesting a regelation gas/H 2 0 ratio of -200/1, were introduced rapidmechanism that is very close to the modem conly into a cooled cluster cell to pressures of 33 kPa cept of this process. He assumed that at tempera-(1/3 bar) at temperatures below -120 K. Increastures close to the melting point, a thin liquid film ing temperature and load pressures create larger always exists at the ice surface. When two blocks clusters with consequently smaller surface-toof ice touch, this film first forms a "neck" connectvolume ratios and reduced relative surface-mode ing the two blocks. Then, since the inner part of band strengths .
the neck gradually turns into a bulk region of ice, Computer simulations using molecular dyit freezes, forming a solid joint between the two. namics methods have demonstrated that when Nakaya and Matsumoto (1953) did some exwater molecules collect to produce a small clusperimental work to verify the existence of the ter, the following phenomena occur: 1) there are liquid-like layer at the ice surface. They suspendno molecules possessing two dangling OH ed small spheres of ice (from 1.5 to 4 mm in bonds; 2) both 2-and 3-coordinated molecules diameter), prepared from distilled water, on cotform on the surface in approximately equal ton threads in a pendulum.-like fashion. One of amounts, provided that the temperature is quite these pendulums was moved laterally, bringing low (-20 K); and 3) in the annealed clusters, the 3-the spheres in contact with a very small force, coordinated species are dominant. The concenestimated by the authors to be less than 0.01 dyn. tration of dangling bonds is small (<< 1) even at Then, the suspension point of one of the spheres these low temperatures. The results of spectral was displaced laterally until the spheres broke studies performed in the above works are in free; the force can be calculated from the value of agreement with the results of computer simulathe angle * (with respect to the vertical) at which tions. they separated. Nakaya and Matsumoto also tested ice spheres containing 0.1% NaCl. In this case REGELATION (REFREEZING), we would expect a thicker film on the ice surface.
SINTERING AND ADHESION
To explain their results, the authors had to assume that a transitional liquid-like layer exists at In retrospect, the studies of the quasi-liquid the ice surface at temperatures below 0°C. range from -80 to o0C in both dry and water--1( saturated atmospheres. Between -80 and -40'C, dv L they observed no adhesion between spheres (Fig.  26) . The lowest temperature at which adhesion where n and L are film viscosity and thickness was measurable in a saturated atmosphere was respectively. The ratio of il/L found by Jellinek at about -25°C, whereas in a dry atmosphere the ad-T = -4.5°C was 6.99x IO N s/m for ice-stainless hesion practically ceased at -3'C. They explained stEel and 1.5 x 104 N s/m for ice-quartz. In eq 50 this difference in terns of a rapid evaporation of we have two unknowns, I1 and L. If the value of L = the liquid-like layer from the ice surface in a dry 2.7x 10-9 m, found by Barer et al. (1977) at T = -4*C air, which makes it very thin. Hosler et al. also (see Table 1) , is used, then the resulting viscosity found that the temperature dependence of the of the quasi-liquid layer between ice and quartz force at which separation occurs can be expressed will be il = 0.41 Pa s, as compared to 0.017 Pa s in terms of a Boltzmann equation with the activafound by Barer et al. at even lower temperatures. tion energy of 0.46 eV.
Raraty and Taber (1958) did some adhesion ex- Jellinek (1957a,b; 1959; 1960; , investigatperiments. Their results are essentially in agreeing the adhesive properties of ice, conducted ment with those of Jellinek. shear and tensile experiments with ice frozen on-A large number of experimental and theoretical to stainless steel and optical flat quartz plates and works dealt with the issue of sintering of ice. Sinvarious polymers. In his tensile experiments, tering plays a major role in the process of snow only cohesive breaks through ice were observed. densification, which transforms falling snow into Shear tests resulted in adhesive breaks along the ice in mountain glaciers and the polar caps of interface, the strength of which depended on the Greenland and Antarctica. Several physical pheloading rate, surface polishing, temperature and nomena, such as surface and bulk diffusion, surthe type of the material used. A temperature deface tension, plastic deformation and water transpendence of the shear strength for the case of icefer through water vapor, contribute to the sintersnow confined between stainless steel disks is ing. The relative effect of each of the mechanisms shown in Figure 27 . above depends largely on conditions during sinIf we assume that the shear strength in sheartering: temperature, humidity, impurity compositype experiments at temperatures above -13 0 C is tion and size of ice particles. Because of this, interdetermined by viscous flow of the quasi-liquid preting the data on ice sintering is usually very layer, then difficult. The phenomena of small particle migra-tion (Itagaki 1967a) on the ice surface and regelak 2 = exp (Eak ( 5' tion are also similar to sintering. Studies of these kBT things, although contributing significantly to the development of practical applications, were of litEa and E' are the heats of adsorption (i.e., the tie use for the determination of the fundamental amounts of heat liberated when a molecule is adparameters of the ice surface layer owing to diffisorbed) corresponding to the first and all succeedculties in interpretation. As examples of excellent ing layers; P, is the saturation pressure of a gas studies on ice sintering, I can recommend to intezover a plane surface at temperature T. ested readers the following papers: Kingery
As we can see from eq 53, a plot of P/Vs (P -P 0 ) (1960), Hobbs and Mason (19641), Itagaki (1967c) versus P/Po must be a straight line with a slope of and Maeno and Ebinuma (1983) .
(k 2 -1)/VM k 2 and an intercept with a horizontal axis of 1/ VM k 3 . In this way constants VM and k2
ADSORPTION OF GASES can be determined; then, the surface area of the ON THE ICE SURFACE solid can be calculated. We can also find Ea, provided that the value of E. is known (it is usually When gas molecules of a mass mi strike a solid taken to be equal to the latent heat of evaporation surface, they can either bounce or get stuck to the of the adsorbate in a liquid form). Readers interestsurface (be entrapped) for a certain time. The latter ed in the theories of adsorption can find them in case is called an adsorption of the molecule. If the the book by Steele (1974) , for example. gas molecules are in thermal equilibrium with the Experimental studies of gas adsorption on the solid surface, the equilibrium surface concenice surface are of a great practical importance for tration C, of adsorbed molecules will depend on the physics of the atmosphere, meteorology, clithe flux of oncoming molecules, i.e., on the gas matology and astrophysics. In addition, such studpressure P and temperature T and on the average ies contribute to the understanding of the ice surtime that a molecule spends on the surface. face structure, since adsorption is quite sensitive to Langmuir (1916) assumed that the maximum both surface structure and the presence of various concentration of the adsorbed molecules CM corredefects at the surface, as well as to the local fields sponds merely to a mono-molecular layer. There-(from the mo ).ci !lar dipoles, for instance) existing fore, a molecule coming from a gas and colliding near the surface. with an already adsorbed molecule must instantly Gas adsorption by ice has been studied in a bounce off the sarface. On the basis of this aswide temperature range: from 77 to 273 K. The adsumption, simple kinetic considerations lead to sorption of gaseous nitrogen was studied by Adthe so-called Langmuir's adsorption isotherm amson et al. (1967) , Ocampo and Klinger (1983a) and Schmitt et al. (1987) ; the adsorption of CO 2 P (51) was studied by Oc-anmpo and Klinger (1983) ; the VM 1 +kP adsorption of hydrogen was examined by Smoluwhere V1 is the actual volume of the adsorbed gas chowski (1983; theoretical study); and Orem and (which corresponds to Q and VM (which correAdamson (1969) studied the adsorption of nonspc.lds to CM) is the volume of the adsorbed gas polar hydrocarbon vapors (n-alkanes). In these exwhen the entire adsorbent surface is covered with periments, the surfaces of amorphous, cubical and a monolayer.
hexagonal ice, cleaved at 77 K and annealed at higher temperatures, and natural snow were inki= 1 (52) vestigated. (2tin kiMT)V2 CM Cubic ice, produced by the direct condensation of water vapor onto the walls of a vessel at a liquid Brunauer et al. (1938) extended the result of nitrogen temperatuie, has me maximnum net surLangmuir to the case of multilayer adsorption.
face (11.8 m 2 /g [Adanison et al. 1967] ). This surThis equation is known as a BET equation. They face was redliced after thl, ice had been annealed, found that and was about 1 m 2 /g in the case of natural snow. The value of the adsorption heat found exceeds the
heat of evaporation: 2700±20 J moV-at 77K for the
VMk21'o adsorption of N 2 reported by Schmitt et al. (1987) ; a simil-ar value of 2512±250 J/mol was reported by where Adamsozt et al. (1967) . The adsorption heat is gen-
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,alý erally reduced after annealing (down to 1067 J of the surface tension of water. (These techniques mo1-1 after 4 days [Ocampo and Klinger 1983a] ). include measurement of the height of water rise in The results of studies performed by Orem and a capillary and measurement of the wavelength of Adamson (1969) showed that there exists a si5nif-surface waves, excited by an ultrasonic generator, icant difference in the character of adsorbentfor example.) At the melting temperature, yVLadsorbate interaction above and below -351C. Be-75.7 mJ m-2 and increases with increasing tempertween -35 and -196'C, ice acts as a low-energy ature. The two other energies YSL and -yvs cannot adsorbent and the adsorption energy is associated be measured quite so easily, and to determine with dispersion interactions, with no effect of lothem a certain ingenuity is required. cal dipole fields. However, at temperatures above We shall not describe here the early and less -35°C, the ice surface acquires an adsorption accurate works, and shall proceed to an interestcapability close to that of a water surface. These ing technique suggested by Ketcham and Hobbs observations conform to the model of a quasi- (1969) . That technique was also used later by Harliquid film at the ice surface. A similar temperady (1977) . The technique is based on the measureture transformation in the adsorption process,-.!t ment of equilibrium angles at the interfaces beat a lower temperature (-40°C), was also noted by tween two ice seeds and water vapor or water "Ocampo and Klinger (1983a) . They also foux 4 a (Fig. 28) . As can be seen from this figure, the triple considerable decrease in the entropy of the adjunction in a grain-boundary groove is subjected sorbed gas at T > --40'C. Such an entropy decrease to three forces of surface tension. Therefore, fox' could be explained in terms of the ordering of equilibrium, the following conditions must be satadsorbate molecules in a strong electric field of isfied ordered water molecules at the ice surface. As we have seen previously, this also conforms to the Ygb = 2yvs cos(*vs/2) (55) model of the quasi-liquid layer.
SURFACE ENERGY Since there are three unknowns Ygb. y.. and yVs, A net surface free energy or simply surface we need a third equation in addition to eq 52 and energy is defined as the work required to increase 53. This equation can be the condition of equilibrithe interface area by a unit area (at a constant um among vapor, liquid and ice in the case of temperature). We shall, need, for a theoretical incomplete wetting (0 < 0 < n). In this case analysis, the eneigies of the interfaces betw, solid ice (S), liquid phase (L) and water vapor k V). TVs = YLS + vL cos04.
(57) We denote them as YSL, yvs and YVL for solid/ liquid, vapor/solid and vapor/liquid interfaces Using this technique for determination of the respectively. All of these quantities are temp•.asurface energies, Ketcham and Hobbs (1969) ture dependent; it does not make sense to gi% e a found that at O°C value to y without indicating the temperature. The best known quantity is the most eaýsily measux i, yvs = (109 ± 3) mJ m- Ketcham and Hobbs 1969) .
of the ice surface layer (diffusion, electric conductivity, refraction coefficient, etc.) and those of The reader can find the data on the values of water and ice.
the angle 4) in the papers by Knight (1966 Knight ( , 1971 .
After this is done, we shall see whether it is Ketcham and Hobbs also calculated that the possible to assemble some consistent picture of anisotropy of yvs and Yts with respect to orientathe ice surface layer. tion is probably small and falls within the experimental error. The value of -Ygb depends, of course, Existence of a special layer on the grain boundary type and must tend to zero
The greatest consistency is achieved here. Exas the angle of misorientation between the seeds perimental papers published over the past 20 tends to zero. Hardy (1977) using a similar techyears never address the question of the existence nique, found in the case of water/ice interface a of the special layer. All authors admit to its existmore exact value ence. Let us join them, keeping in mind an impressive listing of experimental evidence consid-"ys = (29.1 ± 0.8) mJ m-2 .
(59) ered above.
Recently, Makkonen (in press) concluded from Thickness of the layer and results of measurements of 0 (370) that yLS = 77 mJ the domain of its existence m-2 for ice at -25°C.
Since in all cases, a strong temperature depenFinally, Kuroda and Lacmann (1982) , from the dence of the surface properties was observed, we number of broken bonds at the ice surface and the cannot discuss the question of the layer thickness value of heat of sublimation of 8.5x10-2 0 J molewithout referring to its temperature dependence. cule-1, estimated "'vs on the basal (0001) and pris- Figure 29 attempts to summarize all the meamatic (1010) faces to be surements of the thickness of the surface ice layer.
In those cases when a temperature dependence of 'ys (0001)= 121 mJ m-2 some property of this layer (e.g., surface conductivity) rather than the absolute thickness yvs (1010) = 128 mJ m-2 (60) was measured, this temperature dependence, normalized by the value at some temperature T 0 , SUMMARY OF is plotted. MMAI PRI A R S At first glance, the results presented in Figure  MAIN EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 29 are awesome, so great are the discrepancies.
Before we proceed to the review of theoretical models developed to explain the structure and low physical properties of the ice surface, let us sum-V marize the major experimental results so that we 4 have a starting point for comparing them with 30o theories. The reader undoubtedly already anticipates the difficulty of that task. The range of dis-" 0 crepancies in the results of different authors is too , large, especially when different experimental techniques are used.
30
Nonetheless, let us try to establish the facts that either conform to the majority of results or to ----the most reliable of them. I shall also try to point i0 TtL V out major discrepancies.
All results can be classified into several isues: 
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Iii.'" ' Thus, the layer thicknesses found by different molecular concentratiol. (see eq 14 and 15). Such authors differ by one to two orders of magnitude a large concentration of defects itself can be suffi-(at -10°C, L -10 oA [Elbaum et al. 19931 and L - cient reason for a disordering of the structure. 1000 A [Golecki and Jaccar? 1978] , for instance).
A layer with an abnormally large amplitude of The width of the temperature domain of existthermal vibrations is observed at even lower ternence also differs by two orders of magnitude (AT peratures (= -50°C [Golecki and Jaccard 1978] ). -1C [Elbaum et al. 1993] and AT Ž 100'C [Mi-
The Lhickness of this layer at T-' -1°C reaches the zuno and Hanafusa 1987]). Taking into account value of 1000 A.
the thoroughness of the measurements and conEven larger is the temperature domain (T > trol of the conditions in these experiments, I feel -100 0 C) of a layer detected by means of NMR that it is most unlikely that the described discrep- (Mizuno and Hanafusa 1987) . This layer can be ancies are attributable to errors in measurement characterized as having a spin-lattice interacllon or some other error. On the contrary, I believe different from that of the bulk, or as a layer with that all measurements were correct, but absoluteincreased self-diffusion coefficient and rate of ly different layers on the surface of the same ice Ih molecule reorientation. The thickness of this laywere measured. In other words, the surface layer er at the ice/ \erosil interface is 11 A at T = -12'C must consist of several layers, each possessing (Barer et al. 1977 ).
specific physical properties, different from that of the bulk. Molecular siiucture of the layer In fact, optical investigations, based on the We have severni sources of information about measurement of intensity of the light reflected the surface layei -ructure. First, as was shown by front the surface, are sensitive to the molecular Kouchi et al. (1987) , in the temperature interval density of the layer. Such investigations indicate 0 to -2.5*C, there is no long-range order at the ice the presence of an optically dense film at the ice surface, which is characteristic of liquids. The dissurface in the temperature range from 0 to ordering probably remains at lower temperaapproximately -4 to -5 0 C. The refractive index of tures, but the technique used does not have the this film n = 1.330, determined by Furukawa et al.
!, fcessary sensitivity to detect this. An interesting (1987a,b), is very close to the refractive index of fact is thL: the thickness of the "liquid" layer, water at 0 0 C n = 1.333. which is measured by X-rc, diffraction, appears The thickness of this thinnest, "external" dense to be the same for (0001) and (0110) surfaces, film depends not only on the temperature, but which contradicts ellipsometrical measurements. also on the type of crystallographic face, as well Therefore, we carnot rule out the possibility that on the presence or an absence of air (Elbaum et al. in these investigations different layers were ob-1993). In approximately the same temperature served. interval (-2.5 to 0VC), Kouchi et al. (1987) obGolecki and Jaccard (19/7, 1978) , who used a served by means of X-ray diffraction a film with proton channeling technique, observed the presno long-range order, which is characteristic of a ence of a disordered layer down to -50'C. T'_L liquid phase. layer, with ;"iirikneis of -hout 1000 A at -, Thus, we can conclude that in tne nflerature was interpreted -. s havin,, ..... greater rnt range from O' '," h"ninu:.; several .,b.ees C,-' tude of the tk.':mal vibrations or o;,,c-n atop. sius," a film simiLa in structure anu density to rather than having an amorpl' ".ur .tructurc. water exists on the surface of pure ice.
Additional indirect e",dence of the dir *-.
-A layer with increased conductivity can be deing in the ice surface lay( .Dmcs, as wt. 'e seen tected at :he ice surface at much lower temperain the section :n surface conduc.'vity, from a tures (-25 to -35°C). Its maximum thickness is cornparison of 1\.AR data with the data on the limited by the value of the screening length. An values of the conceatrations mnd the mobiliti-s ,f idea of the 1.,ter can be obtained from the work charge carriers k.3ee eq 11-1..). Wo found that the by Chrzanowski (1988): L a 0.5 gnm at T = -53°C.
concentration of defective hydrogen bonds (EjerCharge carrier concentration and conductivity inrin defects) equals 2X10'7-m"' 3 and is comparable crease within this layer .
• they approach tne surto the mole.cular concentration of 3x1028 m 3 . Obface. Estimates made in the section on the surface viously, in this case it is impossible to preserve an charge ar a tite surface potential indicate that the orden-d structure interconnected by hydrogen concentration of iomis and Bjerrum defects nei., bonds corresponding o ice Ih. Moreover, since the surface can reach a value comp-.rable to the the activation energy of the L-defect mobility (0.23 eV) is dose to that of r-I -q. (0.29 eV, Fig. Physical properties of the surface layer 9), then according to Lq 11 such high Bjerrum as compared with water and ice c!.
: concentration and consequent inevitable As w? discussed earlier, certain physical propdisobdering will persist down to very low ternturties of th,-surface ice layer are intermediate peratures (-60'C) . We should keep in mind, howbetween water and ice. This holds for viscosity ever, that since the amplitude of the NMR signal and self-diffusion coefficient, for instance. But decreases with decreasing temperature, the thickthere are two remarkable exceptions to this rule. ness -,f this la '. must also decrease. Finally, let First, the optical density of the quasi-liquid fihl us remember that the results of experiments on practically coincides with that of water at 0°C. the surface charge density and gas adsorption Second, the net electric conductivity of the ice imply that a fraction of water molecules in the surface exceeds by many orders of magnitude the subsurface layer (at least within, a single monoelectric conductivities of both ice and water and molecular layer) must have their dipole moments corresponds to the upper boundary of conductivoriented normally to the surface. Such orientation ity of superionic materials. is also an ordering of some kind. The reader can find examples of these calculaed with the ice surface in a limited temperature tions in the paper by Dash (1991) , who also considrange. However, probably all the physical reasons ered an ice/solid interface and took into account a that make the ice surface as it is were analyzed in small correction due to thermomolecular pressure these works. Therefore, it seems reasonable, in acting on the melted layer; also in the paper by spite of a very limited application of existing theo- Takagi (1990) , who incorporated corrections due ries, to consider and discuss them briefly, to surface curvature. Figure 30 shows the results of The most simple and clear is the phenomenosuch a calculation. logical model based on the idea of a possible gain Fukuta (1987) and Makkonen (in press) sugin the free energy of the ice/vapor interface resultgested that the surface can melt because of the ing from the formation of a liquid film on the ice pressure applied to the subsurface layer by the surface. Obviously, this is possible only if bulk. The nature of this pressure becomes clear if we recall that a molecule on the surface is subject-
ed to the attraction forces from the rest of the molecules and the net force is directed inside the Within the framework of this theory, the surcrystal, Since the pressure lowers the melting temface layer of ice is considered to be simple, ordiperature of ice, the surface melts. Fukuta, analyznary water. If we denote the change in the Gibbs ing the intermolecular forces and using the depenfree energy per unit area resulting from melting as dence T.. 
Ay depends on the film's thickness implicitly be-1°-9
cause, at thickness values comparable to the interatomic distances, two interfaces begin to "sense" 1) _.. Makkonen (in press), who found experimentally allowing molecules to reorient. This transitional that cq 61 is not valid, predicted disordered layer, according to Fletcher, is the liqd 3.5 run °C uid-like layer. Fletcher finds the equilibrium thickd (68) ness of this layer thermodynamically by minimiz-(Tm -T) ing the Gibbs free energy of the surface and incorWithin the context of Fukuta's model, the liquid porating the following components of this energy: film must vanish at temperatures T < -22 0 C, the energy associated with the surface orientation where the pressure just transforms ice lh into its of the layer; the energy associated with the interachigh pressure forms (Ii, Im and Iix) rather than tion of the molecular quadrupoles with the gradiinto liquid, ent of the electric field; the interaction orfmolecular Thus, the models just described could have dipoles with the total electric field; and the interfabeen applied to the optical observations of a dense cial energy between the liquid-like layer and the liquid film on the ice surface close to the melting ice. In addition, a "volume" reduction in G bepoint, although the estimation using eq 67 gives a cause of the melting of the layer and a lowering of much thinner thickness compared to experimental the entropy because of molecule orientation are data (for example at T = -1 C; see Fig. 29 ). In addiapparently also considered. An unknown fitting tion, these phenomenological models can give parameter of the theory is Z2, the energy required nothing more in terms of properties of the liquid to form an L-defect in the liquid-like layer. Finally, film than the properties of ordinary water. And
Fletcher minimizes the free energy G as a function these properties do not coincide at all with the of %, and the layer thickness d. I deliberately do properties of the liquid-like layer of ice, as we not present the mathematical details of Fletcher's have seen previously (electrical conductivity and calculation because it is quite cumbersome and, self-diffusion coefficient, for instance), more importantly, might be made more accurate During a rather long period, a model proposed in the future. Nevertheless, Fletcher's analysis of by Fletcher has attracted (and still continues to the problem and the insight that he has achieved attract) considerable attention (see Fletcher 1962, into the physical nature of the layer are absolutely 1963, 1968) . (Note that Fletcher recently returned remarkable. Let us note also that within the conto the problem of the ice surface structure at much text of this model, an unusually high electrical lower temperatures [see Fletcher 1992] .) The key conductivity of the surface layer has an obvious idea in Fletcher's (1968) model is the assumption explanation: it is ascribable to a high concentration that, at the ice surface, a significant fraction of of L-defects in the liquid-like layer. (69) interphase boundary (detectable by optical methods) can be quantitatively accounted for. To my Fletcher's (1992) recent calculations suggest knowledge, Dr. Ryzhkin is currently working on that, at much lower temperatures, the ice surface is the improvement of this model. reconstructed by an orientation of surface dipoles There exists a very nontrivial and unusual modinto a superlattice. Such a reconstruction should el of the structure and properties of the ice layer at occur on the (0001) basal plane below approxi--temperatures close to the melting point. Dzymately 30 K and on the (0110) prismatic plane loshinskii et al. (1961) showed that a fluid that is below approximately 70 K.
less polarizable than its solid phase is attracted to On the basis of the model of the superionic state the solid, causing a liquid film to grow at the solof ice invented by Ryzhkin (1985) , Ossipyan and id/vapor interface. Elbaum and Schick (1991) apPetrenko (1988) suggested a purely electrostatic plied this idea to the ice surface. Figure 33 shows reason for surface melting that accounts for a high the result of their calculations. If we compare this surface electric conductivity and the appearance of 2 a rather thick (up to the screening length) disordered layer. The reasons for the formation of the layer are as follows. As was shown by Ryzhkin (1985) , upon the increase of charge carrier concen.. tratior above a certain critical value (on the order of 10-8 to 10-4 of the molecular concentration), the activation energy of ion and Bjerrum defect forma-" tion drastically decreases, leading to a catastrophic growth of defect concentration up to 0.1-1 of the o molecular concentration. This is equivalent to a -phase transition into a superionic state, which can not have a regular lattice owing to a high defect concentration.
If the surface of ice is charged (which is the case in reality, as we have already seen in the section on 0 surface charge and surface potential), this charge log,(T -T /deg C) will be screened by ions and Bjerrum defects com- Figure 33 . Calculated temperature dependence of the ing from the bulk, as shown in Figure 32 . By taking liquid film on ice thickness (after Elbaum and Schick into account the transition into a disordered 1991).
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oili figure to the experimental results (Fig. 29) , it becomputer simulation to study the surface of a comes apparent that the contribution of this small cluster of water molecules. He found such mechanism to the experimentally measured ice surface characteristics as premelting and parthickness of the quasi-liquid film is extremely tial polarization of molecular dipoles. small. Kroes (1992) used a molecular dynamics
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